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Of course, publishing a magazine is a team
effort. I sincerely thank Marion, our graphic designer,
for working to a demanding timeline; our committee
members for their unreserved support in editing,
publicising, and securing funds for, this magazine;
and our sponsors for their patronage. Equally, I thank
our contributors for putting their thoughts to paper to
share with us all. If you too would like to share your
own thoughts, we are always open to new contributors;
specifics can be found on the inside of the back cover.

I warmly welcome you to the inaugural issue of
Short Supply, a publication of the Economics Student
Society of Australia (ESSA). Short Supply aims to be a
vehicle for economic debate and to advance economic
literacy among all university students, regardless
of academic background. Economics is, after all,
ubiquitous in our lives.
This issue—themed ‘Australia’s economy: then
and now’—sheds light on the path taken by Australia’s
economy thus far and some lessons we can glean from
that path. Authors consider contemporary economic
matters including: ironing out inefficiencies in the
manufacturing industry; weaning Australia off its
mining industry; benefits of international trade under
the proposed Trans-Pacific Partnership; the increased
market concentration in the beer-brewing industry; and
issues with the business model adopted by the likes of
Uber and Airbnb.

Oscar Han
Director of Publications (Monash) 2015

ESSA’s vision
The Economics Student Society of Australia pushes the
boundaries of what a student society can achieve. We
are committed to fostering an environment
of respectful debate and discussion on important
economic issues, among students, academics and
professionals. We aim to assist the student body
to become better informed about, and more closely
involved in, current economic and political issues.
ESSA has proudly continued to realise its vision
in 2015. Our website, now in its fourth year, continues
to provide quality articles from our 40 student and
academic contributors. The Melbourne vs Monash
Economics Debate at NAB Arena, on the efficacy of
austerity policies, attracted a record audience. ESSA’s
flagship event Q&A, hosted by Michael Rowland,
further cemented its status as the premier policy event
of the year, with panellists discussing the issues of
intergenerational inequity and the future of energy.
The inaugural Post-Budget Forum, with representatives
from the Monash ALP, Greens and Liberal clubs,

provided yet another avenue for student discussion and
debate. We were also thrilled to have Dr John Daley
(CEO of Grattan Institute), Dr Matthew Butlin (Chair of
the Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission)
and Professor Rod O’Donnell from UTS, to share their
insights at their respective events.
As for the future, it is with confidence and
anticipation that we pass the baton over to the 2016
Committee. Oscar and I look forward to joining you now
as members, readers, and partners of ESSA,
as it continues its worthy pursuits.
David Lee
President (Monash) 2015

© 2015 Economics Student Society of Australia. You may redistribute or

reproduce the whole or part of this work, except the cover design, for noncommercial use. All other rights are reserved.
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Pillars or Pillows?
BY OSCAR HAN
who applaud the four pillars policy for delivering Australia
from the claws of the GFC. Their view is that unrestrained
competition between banks triggers excessive lending,
inordinate risk taking, and financial instability. Accordingly,
while they concede that the policy dampens competition
between the Big Four, they believe that this in fact helps
stabilise the financial system.6

Cartoon from
www.nicholsoncartoons.com.au

What do the econometricians say?
Our discussion of competition leads naturally to a
discussion of efficiency. Small banks, unsurprisingly, can
easily reap efficiency gains by upsizing. Large banks,
however, can lose efficiency if their scale of business
exceeds a particular size (the ‘maximum efficient scale’).
In fact, the Big Four are so large that they have likely
exceeded this size already. Consequently, consumers
pay higher prices for banking services than would prevail
in a competitive market.7 It is possible that the maximum
efficient scale for Australian banks will increase and thus
justify a relaxation of the four pillars policy. Until that occurs,
however, the Big Four should not be permitted to grow any
bigger.8

There are economists who
applaud the four pillars policy
for delivering Australia from
the claws of the GFC.

agreement (between Australian governments) rather
than binding law. 3 Even if the policy were to disappear,
however, the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC) would likely keep an eagle eye on
proposed mergers among the Big Four.4 Accordingly,
some consider the four pillars policy superfluous.5

Oscar explains Australia’s banking competition policy in light
of the controversy around maintaining the ‘big four.’

C

mergers among the big four banks and what were then
Australia’s two largest life insurers: AMP and National
Mutual.1 Treasurer Paul Keating’s purpose for introducing
the policy was specifically to block the proposed merger
of ANZ and National Mutual. In 1997, Treasurer Peter
Costello whittled down the six pillars policy to just four
pillars. The policy has since remained unchanged. 2
Curiously, the four pillars policy rests on purely tacit

hances are you’ve heard of Australia’s ‘four pillars’
policy, which absolutely prohibits the big four banks
(‘pillars’) from merging with each other. This year, the
policy turns 25. Has it served Australia well?
A brief history
The four pillars policy actually began life in 1990 as
the six pillars policy. In that initial guise, it prohibited

1

Valentine, T., & Ford, G. (2001). Bank Mergers in the Australian Financial

2

Harper, I. R. (2000). Mergers in Financial Services: Why the Rush? Australian

Economic Review, 33(1), 67–72.
3

....or Pillars?
On one side sit economists who perceive nothing but a
‘pillows policy.’ On the other side, there are economists

Oscar is an uxndergraduate armchair economist and the
current Director of Publications at ESSA’s Monash branch.

Harper, above n 2.

6

Macfarlane, above n 3.

7

Moradi-Motlagh, A., & Babacan, A. (2015). The Impact of the Global Financial

Crisis on the Efficiency of Australian Banks. Economic Modelling, 46, 397–406.

Macfarlane, I. (2009). The Crisis: Causes, Consequences and Lessons for the

8

Future. The Australian Perspective. ASIC Summer School 2009 Report, 41–46.
4

Pillows?
Let us first explore the cartoon’s perspective on the
four pillars policy. The cartoon mocks the policy’s grand
purpose of preserving four independent ‘pillars’ to
support Australia’s banking system. It ridicules the policy
for doing no more than shielding each of the big four
banks from competitive pressure exerted by each other—
metaphorically, for providing to each bank a soft pillow on
which it may rest its head despite lying in the same bed
(i.e. the same market) as do its Big Four counterparts.

5

System: Should the Pillars be Pulled Down? Economic Papers, 20(4), 36–53.

Conclusion
If the econometricians are to be trusted, then the ‘four
pillars’ policy and its name are for the time being justified.
The line between pillar and pillow remains, however, a fine
line indeed.

Wu, S. (2008). Bank Mergers and Acquisitions – An Evaluation of ‘The Four

Pillars’ Policy in Australia. Australian Economic Papers, 47(2), 141–155.

Valentine & Ford, above n 1.
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Australia’s Economy:
Then and Now
BY DR MATTHEW BUTLIN

Dr Mathew Butlin examines how composition of the Australian
economy has changed, from the 1850s Gold Rush to the
present day.
Then …
1861 was a remarkable year in many respects. In April
1861 at Fort Sumter, the four year conflict began that
conclusively determined that individual States could not
secede from the United States (thereby settling whether
the correct grammar was “the United States are” or the
“United States is”)—that stamped its mark on the political,
social and economic nature of today’s foremost economic
and world superpower. Far away (in what later became
Australia), April 1861 more or less marked the end of the
Gold Rush decade that had begun in February 1851 in
NSW and in July 1851 in Victoria.
The Gold Rush was an extraordinary decade for the
Australian colonial economies, especially for Victoria, and
shaped a great deal of their political, social and economic
futures. Growth was explosive: Australia’s non-Aboriginal
population grew from 438,000 people to 1,168,000 and
the nominal value of colonial income per capita rose
89% over the decade.1 (For Australia’s Aborigines, this
decade, along with the rest of the nineteenth century, was
a radically different and adverse story.) While gold initially
dominated activity (the value of gold produced in 1852
was around two-thirds of colonial GDP), the subsequent
economy diversified with more complex manufacturing
and services and a large investment in infrastructure
and education.2 During the Gold Rush decade most
Australian colonies became (partially) self-governing, with
the shape of colonial democracies influenced by the new
arrivals—especially in Victoria after the Eureka Stockade.
Melbourne quickly became Australia’s second city and
many new towns and cities in Victoria (such as Ballarat
and Bendigo) began.

1

Just like the 1860s and
beyond, Australia today
is passing through a major
economic adjustment
following the end of the
commodity prices boom and
the temporary boost to our
exchange rate and incomes.
The Gold Rush Australia was an “endowment
shock”—enormous increases in population and (literally)
income, given that gold was the currency of the day.
Thanks to sound public policies, there was enough arable
land to turn many diggers into farmers. The closeness
of Melbourne to the Victorian gold discoveries, the
development of new technology and the markets of the
British Empire that underpinned new industries, meant that
most of the new arrivals stayed. From the 1860s onwards,
they had built a high income economy, a relatively
egalitarian society, formulated and adopted relatively

advanced and progressive (for their day) social policies
and built a participative and mandatory democracy. By
the end of the nineteenth century, colonial Australians
enjoyed the highest living standards in the world. (It was,
sadly, a vastly different picture for Australia’s Aborigines
who generally experienced a fall in living standards and
population for much of the nineteenth century.)

to pursue the policies of economic reform that will lift
productivity growth and living standards in the long term
(and to replace permanently the income boost we enjoyed
for a decade or more from the commodity prices boom)

… and now (more or less)
Some 150 years further on, Australia is a vastly different
economy and society. There are some parallels, it is
true, particularly in our recent economic history. The
past fifteen years have seen the largest commodities
boom since the Gold Rush decade, despite being briefly
punctuated by the Global Financial Crisis. (That said, in
relative terms, the recent commodities boom had a much
smaller impact on the Australian economy than the Gold
Rush— mining accounted for around 10 per cent of the
gross product by industry, compared with almost 40 per
cent in 1852.)3
There are other indicators of our progress. Our
population in 2015 is more than twenty times the size of
the colonial population in 1861, is significantly older and is a
great deal more diverse in every respect.4 Our economy is
a great deal more open, complex and diverse, with more
than half of our GDP coming from services.5 It is a mixed
economy— predominantly a market-based economy in
which competition is a powerful force for productivity, but
also an economy in which the public sector plays a major
part. We have built a rich country’s stock of economic
and social infrastructure—education, transport, utilities,
health and communication. And we are one of a
very small number of economies that is rich, exports
predominantly commodities and agricultural produce
and relies on sustained foreign borrowing to finance our
economic development.
Just like the 1860s and beyond, Australia today is
passing through a major economic adjustment following
the end of the commodity prices boom and the temporary
boost to our exchange rate and incomes. Unlike then, we
do not have large untapped frontier resources, especially
new arable land. This time, part of our challenge is

•

•

•

•
•

•

There will be plenty of opportunity and stimulating
challenges for graduates interested in, joining in, and
contributing to developing these policies. It is a very
good time to be an economist.

Dr Matthew Butlin is the National President of the Economic
Society of Australia and an honorary professional fellow at
the Monash Business School. In addition, Dr Butlin currently
holds the position of Chair of the Victorian Competition and
Efficiency Commission.

Simon Ville and Glenn Withers (eds), The Cambridge Economic History of

Australia (2014), Cambridge University Press.
2

Ibid.

3

Ibid.

4

Ibid.

5

Ibid.
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These policies include:
achieving internal balance in fiscal and monetary
policies;
continuing reforms in markets and public sector
service provision;
investing in education and health to underpin lifetime
employment opportunities, productivity and personal
well-being;
further reforms to strengthen competition as the key
driver of economic efficiency;
better incentives to participate in the employed
workforce; stimulating and encouraging innovation;
and
ensuring regulatory regimes achieve an efficient
balance between the public interest while avoiding
inefficient dead-weight burdens.
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Falling Commodity Prices:
Riding the Rollercoaster
BY HUGH OLIVER

Mining has propped up the Australian economy for over
a decade, but now the boom appears to be over. What can
explain this dramatic fall?

I

What are the consequences?
•
TOT and Macroeconomic stability
Declining commodity prices correspond strongly to
a reduction in the TOT.2 Historically, downswings in
the TOT have been accompanied by below average
per capita GDP growth and at times sharp increases
in unemployment. 3 In particular, the protracted
duration and magnitude of the current TOT boom
implies that a sharp contraction in economic activity
in line with the falling TOT is possible.4 Increased
labour redundancies corresponding to decreased
profitability and reduced labour demand in the mining
sector could exacerbate frictional and even structural
unemployment outcomes.

n recent years, the Australian economy has been the
beneficiary of strong global demand for commodities
and the correspondingly high terms of trade (TOT). Since
then, sluggish global demand conditions alongside the
transition within the mining sector from the investment to
production phase has mismatched supply and demand
and translated into falling commodity prices. To the extent
that this weak demand and over-supply is protracted,
we can expect to see a rebalancing of the economy as
the non-mining sectors grow in importance over time.
This rebalancing process will be facilitated by robust and
proactive monetary and fiscal policy response.
Cause for concern?
Importantly, commodity prices are likely to continue to fall
in the future. Weak global demand conditions alongside
the transition into the production phase of the mining
boom have misaligned the forces of supply and demand.
This is evidenced in Figure 1.

11

Fortunately, so far, the current downward
trend in the TOT has not caused any major
macroeconomic disruptions. Inflation is
slightly below the target level (1.5%, July
2015), unemployment is moderately above
most NAIRU estimates (6%, July 2015)
and output is growing at close to—though
slightly under—trend rates.5 Moreover,
Minifie finds that TOT booms followed
by slower or negative economic growth
occurred in countries with high levels of
inflation during the boom period, leading
to post-boom stagflation.6 Conversely,
in Australia, there has been overall
macroeconomic stability and anchored
inflationary expectations during the growth
phase of the TOT—implying a subsequent
contraction in economic activity in the nonmining sectors is less likely.

Overall, there is a tension between lower
marginal returns derived from falling
commodity prices and higher corresponding
volumes of resources supplied as a
result of enlarged production capacity.
Consistent with the evidence, the growth in
GDP contributions from the mining sector
suggests that the volume effect—at least
for now—has outweighed the price effect;
ensuring that the mining sector will continue
to contribute materially to overall GDP
growth. However, diminishing profitability
within the sector should eventually lead
firms to cut back on production, manifesting
in a lower GDP contribution from the
resource sector over time.

Source: Trading Economics

•

•

1

and tourism sectors should benefit from the lower
Australian dollar. Moreover, manufacturing subsectors that are dependent on commodities for
intermediate inputs—petroleum, coal, chemical and
rubber—should experience lower cost-inflationary
pressures—crystallising productivity gains.10

Mining sector
Falling commodity prices will impact negatively on
the mining sector by reducing the marginal value of
extracting additional deposits. Lower marginal returns
are counterbalanced to some extent by increased iron
ore and coal exports as the mining sector evolves into
the production phase.7 Given output is a function of
both price and quantity, the net effect on sector-output
is theoretically unclear. Empirically however, GDP from
mining has steadily been increasing over time and
peaked at A$35,173m in the first quarter of 2015 (see
Figure 3). Figure 3 Source: Trading Economics
Other Sectors
Fortunately, any evidence of the so-called
‘Dutch disease’ is tenuous. Minifie8 and Banks9
independently conclude that the mining boom has
not caused permanent damage to the manufacturing
sector, although it may have accentuated the
persistent downward trend in trade-exposed
manufacturing. On the contrary, we can expect
manufacturing exports to rebound alongside the
depreciating exchange rate. Similarly, education

What now?
It is possible that the economy may undergo a period of
subdued confidence during the transition away from the
mining sector. A swift and appropriate policy response is
necessary.
Low confidence constitutes a negative demand
shock to the economy, manifesting in lower growth and
deflation given time. Critically, inflation has halved in the
space of 12 months (3% in July 2014 to 1.5% in July 2015).
Low interest rates can be used to ensure confidence
does not continue to fall. This is consistent with the
RBA’s recent reduction of interest rates to historically low
levels of 2%. Low interest rates can be supported by a
sustained commitment to a nominal anchor in order to
preserve inflation within the target range of 2–3%.

The Economist. (2014, Oct 4). ‘Oil and Trouble.’ The Economist. Viewed 7th

4

July 2015.
2

Minifie, J. (2013). ‘The Mining Boom Impacts and Prospects.’ Grattan Institute

Report No. 2013-9.

Stevens, G. (2011, Feb 23). ‘The Resources Boom.’ Remarks at the Victoria

5

Trading Economics. ‘Australia: Economic Indicators.’ Retrieved July 4th 2015,

Give commodity markets credit:
they are anything but boring.
—The Economist (2014)1

Monetary policy is necessary, not sufficient. Fiscal
stimulus must also be used to further ease the transition
away from the resource sector. Low trade barriers,
decentralised wage determinations and strong procompetition regulation will assist in driving productivity
gains throughout the economy and moderating the
effects of a declining TOT.11 This should smoothen the
rebalancing of the economy and minimise the likelihood
of a corresponding recession/protracted decline in
economic activity.

8

Minifie, above n 4.

9

Banks, G. (2011, June 30). Australia’s Mining Boom: What’s the Problem?

Conference

from http://www.tradingeconomics.com/australia/indicators

and Regional Implications, Melbourne.

6

Minifie, above n 4.

10

7

Bureau of Resources and Energy Economics. (2013). Resource and Energy

Shocks in Australia.’ CAMA Working Paper.

Atkin, T., Caputo, M., Robinson, T. and Wang, H. (2014). Macroeconomic

Consequences of Terms of Trade Episodes, Past and Present. RBA Research

Quarterly, September 2013. Australian Government; Department of Industry

Discussion Papers January.

and Science.

12

Hugh is a fourth year commerce (economics) and law
student. His passion for economics stems from the field’s
ability to explain real life phenomena.

Melbourne Institute and The Australian Economic and Social Outlook

University Public Conference on The Resources Boom: Understanding National
3

Future directions
Unfortunately, as history has often shown, commodity
prices tend to move in cycles. The present commodity
prices boom seems to have come to an end.Fortunately,
the key macroeconomic indicators (unemployment,
inflation, GDP growth) do not seem to foreshadow a postboom downturn. Moreover, a robust and proactive policy
response should ensure that the transition away from the
mining-sector occurs without any major disruptions to the
Australian economy.

11

Knop, J. and Vespignani, J. (2014). ‘The Sectorial Impact of Commodity Price

Minifie, above n 4.
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Leaning Towards
Manufacturing
BY CARL BUHARIWALA

Carl takes a look at Australia’s manufacturing industry and how
management reform could lead to economic success.

I

Japan and Germany,6 Australian companies need to look
within the firm for improvements.
An assessment of operational strategies improving
production line times, problem identification and
rectification, and teamwork structures could help to
improve productivity. The Karpin Report from 1994
identified a need to look at the internal structures of a firm
to determine how management should adapt during a
phase of greater future demand in the global marketplace.
Australia has faced a number of unhelpful factors such as
an overvalued currency, isolation from its trading partners
and a strong union force.
In order for economic activity to fill the gap widened
by the receding expansion from mining, Australia’s
manufacturing industry has a lot to learn from being
‘lean’. Many firms are embracing this concept born in the
early 1980s in the Japanese manufacturing industry. Now
known as ‘lean management’,7 this system, coined in 1988
by MIT graduate John Krafcik, is a process of eliminating
‘waste’ in the operational process. This concept is
not a solution, but a strategy to be applied with other
management systems to act as a supplement for a longterm competitive position. However, lean might not be
healthy for the workforce and it might set unreasonable
standards that could result in more errors. Whilst it aims to
ensure that resources are used effectively for a purpose,
lean strategies might overlook the external market and
economic environment.
By using resources appropriately to minimise
unnecessary costs, the objective is to maximise value
to the end-user. It assumes that the removal of ‘waste’
will improve quality, speed up the processes in the

n the height of the mining boom, Australia lost sight
of the importance of strengthening its manufacturing
sector.1 This is a sector that relies on developing creativity
and innovation. It requires the input from research
institutions to provide insights into the goods of the future.
It needs the support from policy makers to nurture the
skills and thinking of employees. More importantly, though,
the sector must stay in competition with the emerging and
developed markets.
With closures in the car manufacturing industry,
a freeze on government investment in wind and solar
operations and a shift in focus towards tighter fiscal
policies, Australia is planting the seeds for a weak postmining economy. Gary Pisano, a professor at Harvard
Business School, says that it would be regrettable for
Australia to leave manufacturing.2 Now, manufacturing
companies need to realise that internal changes to
management could reinvigorate the industry with more
efficient and streamlined large-scale production. This
often neglected component of competitiveness requires
greater attention.
During the 1960s, employment in manufacturing
was at its peak. Now, 10% of Australian employees work
in the sector. 3 In 2013, the government spent 0.56% of
GDP on research and development.4 This was the lowest
since 1978–9. This seemed to downplay the importance
of forward-thinking innovation. With the cost of labour in
Australia being one of the highest compared to OECD
countries in 2013, manufacturing found itself in decline
as companies outsourced operations to India and other
low labour cost nations.5 With greater competitiveness
from leading manufacturing countries such as China, USA,

1

Deloitte. (2013, July 1). Investment and GDP Profile Study: Business Council

3

Hahessy, E. (2014, April 14). Where to now for Australian Manufacturing?

6

The Age. Retrieved from http://www.theage.com.au/national/education/

Largest Manufacturer. Manufacturers Alliance

au/Documents/finance/deloitte-au-fas-investment-gdp-profile-report-8-

voice/where-to-now-for-australian-manufacturing-20140414-36ncz.html

for Productivity and Innovation. Retrieved from https://www.mapi.net/china-

aug-2013-240914.pdf

4

ABC Fact Check. (2014, October 7). Science, research and innovation

solidifies-position-worlds-largest-manufacturer

spending cut to ‘historic low’. ABC News. Retrieved from http://www.abc.net.

7

even after Currency Drop. Bloomberg Business. Retrieved from http://

au/news/2014-10-07/adam-bandt-research-development-spending-claim-

Review, 30(1), 41–52.

www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-07-12/cheap-aussie-can-t-save-

checks-out/5789134

factories-one-gets-shipped-to-india

5

Fickling, D. (2015, July 13). Australia’s still too Expensive for Manufacturing,
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Fickling, above n 2.

Carl is a fourth-year commerce and law student with a
fascination for complex issues and strategic solutions.
He likes to think about the future of the economy and how
changes to micro- and macro-economic factors will see a
different trajectory.

Meckstroth, D. J. (2015, March 30). China Solidifies Its Position as the World’s

of Australia. Retrieved from http://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/

2

evidence seem great, it needs to be tailored to the
firm. Australia should not undervalue the importance
of manufacturing, especially during a phase where it is
shifting away from a heavy focus on the minerals lying
below the surface of this great nation.

assembly line and eliminate costs associated with nonstreamlined work. A firm that employs aspects of lean
management will continuously look internally at its
processes and assess where it can make improvements.
This is the meaning of ‘Kaizen’. Instead of a firm trying to
be competitive by focusing on their position in the market,
such as quality and price, a lean firm will examine their
operations first. It is not about leaving senior management
to solve problems. Instead, it relies on the workers from
various departments coming together to identify solutions
to problems that they face based on the experiences that
they have in their position.
Many firms invest heavily in improving their
performance. But is being keen on lean a rewarding
strategy? Ensuring that processes in the supply chain
are done just in time might result in a fall in quality. This
is what happened with Toyota which led to a car recall.8
With greater interdependence between the departments,
a break in the flow might see a stoppage unless the
particular issue is resolved. Outsourcing parts of the
supply chain might be cost effective but it can give rise
to a lack of oversight and control. With the manufacturing
industry relying on skills and intellect, streamlining the
department might lead to a reduction in the double-up of
work. However, it might see the experienced workers out
the door. Firms need to be mindful that excessive lean
tactics can be harmful if the organisational structure of the
firm cannot withstand the system.
Australian manufacturing companies should
look to the management systems of abroad to learn
about continuous improvement. It is a beneficial tool if
implemented well. Whilst the bonuses from anecdotal

8

Krafcik, J. (1988). Triumph of the Lean Production System. Sloan Management
Wakabayashi, D. (2010, January 30). How Lean Manufacturing Can Backfire.

The Wall Street Journal. Retrieved from http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB100014
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Economic complexity
& Australia’s troubling
economic outlook
BY DR SIMON ANGUS

Australia is feeling the effects of the end of the mining boom.
Dr Simon Angus explains why there might be more pain to come.
What is the economic outlook for Australia?

or the store of ideas it has at its hands (patents cover only
a tiny subset of such knowledge), let alone the myriad
institutional factors which help.
What to do?
Hidalgo and Hausmann’s answer was to take a rather
unusual look at global trade data. Rather than look, as
many economists do, simply at the flows of trade between
countries (volumes and value), they conjectured that
the network of these flows, and specifically the network
of flows in related products, could be used to make visible
the invisible: to get at a country’s productive knowledge.
The first step of their analysis was to construct
what is called the ‘product space’: a novel network
representation of global trade where nodes are products
(not countries, like many previous trade network analyses).
The product space is created by first compiling a list
of all of the products traded between countries, and
then drawing a link between two products if it is found
that these two products are more often exported by
the same country than you would expect by chance.
For example, if bananas and passionfruit are exported
more often than not by one nation (rather than two
separate ones), a link would be drawn between bananas
and passionfruit in the product space. Whereas if it is
found that banana producing countries typically don’t
also export, say, automotive hand-brakes, a link wouldn’t
be drawn between bananas and automotive handbrakes. Eventually, by analysing all products in the trading
data, a network is built from all such linkages.
Hidalgo and Hausmann crucially reasoned that
this pattern of co-location of any two products must
indicate that the two products rely on the same set
of underlying productive capabilities. In other words,
links in the product space network are interpreted as
revealing common productive knowledge. If a country
knows how to produce bananas then it’s likely that
the same productive knowledge required to produce
bananas also makes it relatively easy to produce
passionfruit.

It’s the kind of question that gets thrown about often in the
halls of Parliament House, at business council functions, or
over golf-tees between retirees.
Historically, the answer to this question has relied on
macroeconomic modelling, some econometric work, and
a good dose of ‘economic judgement’.
Recently, a completely different toolset has emerged to
answer this question by relying on something known as
‘economic complexity’.
Spoiler: By economic complexity, Australia’s outlook is not
rosy.
So what’s economic complexity?
Introduced in a series of papers by Harvard economists
César Hidalgo and Ricardo Hausmann during 2007
to 2011,1,2,3,4 economic complexity seeks to measure
something of a ‘holy grail’ of economic growth modelling:
a country’s underlying productive knowledge.
Productive knowledge is a mercurial concept
encompassing the diversity and sophistication of a
nation’s workers, the efficiency and sophistication
of a nation’s productive infrastructure, and even the
institutional environment which can act as a help or
hindrance to developing new products or inventions.
It’s a holy grail because at the heart of any economic
prosperity engine are the methods to make or do things
of value, and the skills to carry those methods out. The
better your productive knowledge, the more value you
can create with fewer inputs. Increasing productive
knowledge should be the goal of any policy which aims
at increasing long-run prosperity.
The catch is that there is no statistical series of
‘productive knowledge’. The reason being that you can’t
simply measure the skill base of the working population,
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Put simply, the product space is
then the revealed knowledge map of
mankind’s productive enterprise.
The final trick is to identify which
nodes (products) in the network a
single nation produces. Are these
nodes possessed by many countries?
(that is, do many countries ‘know’
how to make this product?) Of
these countries, do they typically
produce vary scarce (and so we infer)
sophisticated products, or are they
typically producing very ubiquitous
(and so we infer) simple products? By
working through each nation’s export
basket, we can now score a nation’s
inferred Economic Complexity Index
(ECI)—an index the authors created to
score the inferred sophistication and
diversity of a country’s export activity.
To get a feel for the ECI—have
a look at an export break-down of
Japan in the figure to the above right
(Fig. 1). The larger the box, the larger
the fraction of exports fall into that
category. Categories are coloured
by high-level class of export (like
‘electronics’, ‘transport’, and so on).
And now contrast this with
Australia (Fig. 2).
The difference is pretty easy
to spot.
Japan has a highly diverse set
of export products (many small
classification boxes within
other boxes), and those that
it produces are mostly highly
sophisticated (electronics, cars,
LCDs, optical fibres etc.).

Fig. 1: Japan’s export value shares in 2013, coloured by major trade class.5

Fig. 2: Australia’s export value shares in 2013, coloured by major trade class.5
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Out with the Mining in with the....?
BY CYNTHIA VU

Cynthia explains the history of industry in Australia,
and identifies opportunities for the future.
By Hidalgo and Hausmann’s Economic Complexity
Index, it turns out that Japan has the highest score of any
country at around 2.3.
Australia on the other hand is made up of both low
diversity (a massive fraction of our exports are occupied
by a few goods such as iron ore, coal, petroleum), and low
sophistication (raw minerals and gasses). Australia has an
ECI of negative 0.43, ranking it at 78th, just above Kenya,
and below Zambia—not exactly what we’d consider worldbeater economies. In ECI terms, it seems the caricature
is true: Australia is digging up rocks and buying back
computers.
For Australia, it gets worse.
Recall that Hidalgo and Hausmann started with
the idea that lasting economic prosperity is linked to
underlying (unobserved) productive knowledge (now
proxied by the ECI). It turns out that this idea has been
strongly confirmed: the ECI predicts the economic growth
prospects for a country remarkably well, and many times
better than existing forward-looking growth models.5
Indeed, a one standard deviation increase in ECI is found
to be associated with an increase in a country’s long-run
growth rate of 1.6% per year.
In May this year, the Harvard’s Centre for International
Development updated their growth predictions up to 2023
based on the ECI.
Australia’s long run annual growth rate is given as
1.36%, or a ranking of 118, sitting just above Cuba. Not
surprisingly, countries that have been found to be making
strong progress in ECI with a lot of head-room for growth
in economic prosperity come out on top: India leads the
pack at a remarkable expected annual growth rate of
7.89%!
To put Australia’s prospects in context, strong, already
prosperous countries such as the UK (3.36%), Finland
(3.19%), Canada (3.02%), and the Netherlands (2.84) all
outpace Australia’s estimated growth rate by more than a
factor of two.
The issue is not necessarily a resource-curse. Authors
of the most recent ECI report stress that resource wealthy
nations such as Libya and Venezuela have been able to
make gains by, “focusing on productive capabilities and

1

In ECI terms, it seems the
caricature is true: Australia
is digging up rocks and
buying back computers.
strategically increasing the complexity of one’s exports,
starting from nearby products that rely on similar
capabilities to those currently present in the country.”6
That is, a dramatical fall in ECI is not an inevitable outcome
of resource wealth.
From the perspective of economic complexity, Australia
starts this next phase of economic development behind
the eight-ball: it has not managed to convert resource
wealth into initiating (or keeping) diverse industries, nor in
investing in a sophisticated skills agenda. Unfortunately,
incentives for political leaders are weak since resourceled windfalls appear to generate great prosperity, but
economic complexity analysis shows that this phenomenon
is a chimera—the true health of our productive
knowledge has been, for a time, masked.
Furthermore, investment in productive
knowledge doesn’t often lend itself to smart photo
opportunities or ribbon cutting—it’s far less dramatic than
that.
So with an election looming, let’s hope we hear less
of, “Go for growth”, and a whole lot more of, “Now for
know-how!”

Dr Simon Angus is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of
Economics. He has an interest in economic networks and
is currently the co-ordinator of the Honours program at
Monash for economics.
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industries by the government has receded through
decreases in subsidies. As the services sector is largely
labour intensive, there is opportunity for growth in
employment and higher labour participation should
Australia continue to focus on the services sector. The
industry providing the most value and fastest growth
within this sector is finance and professional services,
which is an industry that Australia has significant
competitive advantage in.5
With focus on entrepreneurship for start-up and
growing businesses recently in the 2015-16 budget,
there is an opportunity for progress in innovation and
technological advancements. Technological shifts in
the future are expected to maximise customer value
and provide better access to global markets. On the
one hand, emerging economies in Asia will provide
new opportunities for external trade. On the other
hand, it is conceivable that Asian growth will undermine
Australian competitiveness. Growth of GDP in the region
is expected to outpace that of others in the world, while
trade has grown 18% per year on average. Recent trade
agreements show a shift to Asian markets such as China,
Japan and Korea, with foreign investment popular in
sectors such as education and tourism, housing and
financial services.6
The evolution of Australia’s trade sectors shows
how industries are rapidly changing. Businesses today
need to be responsive to developing trends, such as
globalisation and technological advancements, if they
want to remain viable in the future.

efore the 19th century, Australia’s economic output
was made up mostly of sectors involved in basic
necessities, such as food, leather and domestic items,
with the government acting as the primary producer
and consumer. It was only in response to the gold
mining boom and growth in the wool industry that more
commercial and industrial opportunities came. Advances
were seen primarily in the manufacturing, agriculture and
services sectors to complement these industries, such as
banking and commerce.1
At the turn of the 20th century, agriculture, forestry
and fishing composed Australia’s largest sector. By the
1950s, agriculture itself accounted for around one third
of activity. It was a major contributor to exports, with
wool products being one of them. In this same period,
manufacturing quickly grew, making a little under 30%
of GDP mostly in reaction to World War II. But from the
1980s and 1990s, manufacturing’s contribution started
to shift to the services sector, which was increasingly
growing iin importance. The shift was triggered by
investment booms, such as that in mining during the
1960s and business services in the 1990s.2 Since then it
has continued to fall, to less than half of its contribution to
output compared to the 1950s and 1960s, while services
made up 71.3% of GDP in 2010 which included industries
such as finance, insurance, tourism, retail, education and
health.3
Even though not a large proportion of GDP,
mining—made up primarily of iron ore and coal in the
past decade—has been a large contributor to growth
and export demand due to increasing demand in Asia.4
Having been highly sensitive to commodity prices, it is
clear that relying on the mining boom is not sustainable.
What does this mean for the future of the economy? With
less dependence on mining, focus is now driven towards
future growth in non-mining and non-manufacturing
sectors. Protection of the manufacturing and agriculture
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The Sharing Economy and
the Rise of the Freelancer
BY STEPH BYRNES

Australia, like the rest of the world, is moving towards a
‘sharing economy.’ As Steph explains, the paradigm shift
has implications for workers and employers alike.

T

he past five years have seen the global rise of the
sharing economy and, particularly in Australia, the
market is dominated by Airbnb and Uber.1 Further abroad,
the sharing economy encompasses nearly every aspect
of the service industry; from dog walking (Pawshake) to
home cooked meals (EatWith) and everything in between.
While the sharing of goods and services is nothing new,
we are now providing our goods to complete strangers via
the phones in our pocket. The age-old adage “don’t get
into a stranger’s car,” and one too many Law & Order SVU
episodes means that I, like most people, have a healthy
scepticism when talking and engaging with strangers off
the street; so why has it suddenly become acceptable to
get into a stranger’s car? And what does it mean for the
traditional firm-based model of labour supply?
The sharing economy is based on a peer-to-peer or
a collaborative consumption model,2 whereby individuals
are able to sell their services directly to consumers
through a central coordinating platform, i.e. an app that
bypasses traditional providers. 3 The convenience and low
price offered by Uber and other ride sharing companies

is having a huge impact on the taxi industry. Airbnb is not
only increasing the supply of accommodation alongside
traditional hotels, but is also offering alternatives for every
price level. This makes the sharing economy interesting
in that it is not simply “generating purely incremental
economic activity” but is changing the way we consume
our goods and services.4
The benefits of the sharing economy are evident—
it cuts down waste, enables the community to better
use resources, enhances competition and provides
alternatives at lower prices. You need not look further
than a grid-locked Melbourne on a Friday night, with cars
carrying one passenger. Further, these peer-to-peer sites
also exist in a regulatory grey area and have created the
notion of the “collarless worker.” This, I believe, is the main
problem with the sharing economy.
While the drivers of Uber provide their services under
a company’s brand via their app, they are not employed in
the traditional sense—they are a new type of freelancer.
So what’s the problem of having a workforce made up of
freelancers? While it is a flexible working environment,
there is very little tethering workers to a safety net. These
collarless workers “have no set hours, no guaranteed
wages, conditions or entitlements.”5 If this is just a job
aimed at supplementing income, however, then it is
understandable. On the other hand, flooding the market
with “micro-suppliers”6 puts downward pressure on
wages. Essentially, if this is someone’s primary occupation
they would be better off pursuing the traditional model
within a Taxi company, where they get access to the full
range of rights and benefits: superannuation, sick and
holiday leave, overtime, and guaranteed wages.7

While it is a flexible working
environment, there is very
little tethering workers to
a safety net.
1
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Abbott’s plan for North Australia:
A brief overview
BY ARISTIDI JAMIESON ARMSTRONG

remain high. I believe the government and regulatory
authorities have a role to play in ensuring that accessibility
is promoted and maintained as these new app-based
providers emerge.
A regulatory structure is needed and these peerto-peer sites “cannot grow as regulatory cowboys.”13
However, the regulatory structure does not necessarily
have to be the one that was initially designed for firms
in regulated industries. In particular, the government
needs to separate genuine concerns from claims made
by traditional firms who fear losing their revenue to the
sharing economy.

As Shelby Clarke (founder of RelayRides) articulates,
“Where do we land on the spectrum between
employment and exploitation?”8
The other interesting aspect of the sharing economy
is its ability to overcome society’s natural distrust of
strangers. Purchasing goods and services through the
“traditional” route ensures society is protected “by a
framework of rules that guarantee my safety and legal
rights.”9 These apps have very little oversight in terms
of background checks and yet they are popular. So how
did they gain our trust? The big factor is self-regulation
through signalling mechanisms, often in the form of a
ratings system—where both the consumer and provider
rate each other. These companies operate only if they
have strong online reputations and this ensures bad
actors are ejected from the market. Three years ago the
idea of strangers renting out their possessions seemed
crazy, but is this still the case? To an extent. As Monash
Professor Stephen King states, “relying on the market
and reputation to sort out consumer protection issues
can lead to lots of damage along the way.”10 This is why
the government, regulatory authorities and I feel that
there is room for a regulatory structure within the sharing
economy.
It is important to note regulation could kill the sharing
economy, so we have to determine when to intervene.
Basic economics states the best time to intervene is when
there is market failure and externalities exist. Importantly,
issues arise when it comes to accessibility standards for
the disabled within the sharing economy—“Australians
with disability have a fundamental right to live active
engaged lives … and should be able to participate fully
in our community.”11 In particular, the hotel industry has
called for action to ensure accessibility is promoted
and maintained in regard to Airbnb’s introduction in
the market. Is it therefore reasonable to request such
stringent regulations? If I’m organising a trip using www.
couchsurfing.com, I’m not expecting Buckingham Palace.12
It is not going to be viable to require every listing on
Airbnb to have disability access; it would simply kill
the site. However, I don’t believe that the market will
necessarily fix the problem itself. When it comes to
disability access, the costs of having wheelchair access
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which in turn affected the local population adversely by
isolating it.
In terms of attracting FDI and domestic investment,
the Government also wants to establish a ‘single point
of entry’ office in Darwin to help investors deal with
regulatory requirements. This will offer support to
investments starting at a lazy $50 million.2 A new $75
million Cooperative Research Centre on developing the
north will also be set up, and there are measures to boost
links with the broader Asia-Pacific region.3
Overall, the plan is ambitious. Nevertheless, it sets
out a comprehensive roadmap that can ultimately be
achieved if followed. The plan is likely to suffer from
government changes and political tampering, and there
is a danger that this could go the way of the Whitlam
government’s grand plan to decentralise the density of
the Australian populace and to build up regional centres
such as Albury-Wodonga. That plan was abandoned after
Whitlam was sacked and we are now paying the price.
The major cities are overcrowded with unprecedented
costs of living and property prices. If this plan falls
though it is likely we may just rue a missed opportunity
to properly develop our north and extract the most value
out of it in decades to come.

n June of this year the Federal government
announced its White Paper on the vision for Northern
Australia. It includes an ambitious plan to turn the
north into an “economic powerhouse.” The vision
it espouses is to transform northern cities, such as
Darwin, into an investment gateway into Asia. The
bulk of the plan, however, has more of a focus on
increasing the productivity of the north’s farming
industry and attracting workers from overseas and
other states. This is easier said than done. For starters,
the Northern Territory Government has to invest $12
million just to map, describe and report on the land and
water resources.1 The plan also continues to pursue
Designated Area Migration Agreements to support
the workforce strategies and labour markets within
northern jurisdictions.
The White Paper discusses giving conventional and
transferable property rights to indigenous Australians
who are currently Aboriginal Land Trusts. Currently,
native title land cannot be owned by an individual and
is held on perpetual trust for the Aboriginal community.
The long term vision is to partner indigenous
communities with investors.
Whilst this aspect of the White Paper does raise
some issues as to the cultural identity and ongoing
traditions of the land that Indigenous Australians
most likely want to preserve, from a strictly economic
perspective, this measure does make a lot of sense.
When Rio Tinto began to close its Bauxite mines in
Nhulunbuy in Northeast Arnhem Land, the community
suffered from a population drain and a slow-down in
business turnover. Qantas scaled back flights to the area,
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Why Free Trade?
BY DAVID HURLEY

A Game theory analysis of the Trans-Pacific Partnership.

“

The barriers can be thought of as ‘transaction costs’
of external trade, and range from tariffs to quotas to
domestic subsidies. The TPP seeks to incorporate the US,
Australia, Japan, Chile and other major trading partners
into one big market. The agreement can be viewed as a
new paradigm in Australian trade—it seeks to eliminate
the barriers which have made exchange difficult for
Australian exporters and importers. In many respects the
TPP represents the future of trade in Australia.
The benefits of the comprehensive proposal can
be shown using a simple model of strategic interaction
known as ‘game theory.’ Game theory is a staple of
economic analysis. It typically maps the strategies of two
‘players’ (firms, countries, consumers etc.), and expresses
the relative outcomes (benefits) of pursuing certain
strategies. To simplify matters, I will illustrate a basic
model of outcome and strategy to show the possible
outcomes from employing ‘high’ or ‘low’ barriers to trade.
Assuming a country has a choice between high and low
barriers to trade:

Every time one person freely trade with another, wealth
increases”—that is, if you believe former Prime Minister
Tony Abbott.1 Somewhat surprisingly, Tony Abbott is
correct—it is generally accepted that removing barriers
to trade is beneficial. Given that free trade is hailed for
its ability to improve living standards, decrease prices,
and add variety to available goods, why haven’t barriers
to trade been eradicated everywhere? The answer
(somewhat tautologically) is that there haven’t been
enough free-trade agreements. Perhaps a better question
is why we need free-trade agreements at all. The
agreements are necessary due to the ‘Prisoner’s dilemma’
of trade—more on this later. For now, let’s examine the
most recent answer to the problem—the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP).
The TPP is the most ambitious and controversial
multilateral free trade agreement of the 21st century. The
proposal involves over 10 countries and 40% of global
GDP.2 Free trade agreements such as the TPP seek to
remove barriers to trade between countries.

Country Two
HIGH BARRIERS

LOW BARRIERS

5

1
12

5

In order to understand the workings of the game,
we must first establish the assumptions of the model.
I have assumed that when the strategy is high/low (i.e.
one country employs high barriers to trade and the other
employs low barriers), one country will lose out (by paying
out only 1) and the other will gain massively (by paying out
12). The rationale is straightforward; the high barriers in one
country will allow their domestic producers to be insulated
from external competition from country2. On the other hand,
the exporters from the country with high barriers to entry
will be able to compete with those from the country with
low barriers to entry. Hence the domestic firms in the low
barriers country are exposed to competition, and may be
forced out of business. In this situation, the country which
retains the high barriers to trade is a clear winner (in terms
of overall production).
The payoff in the top right hand corner is (5,5)—each
country benefits the same amount by employing ‘high
barriers.’ The outcome of both playing ‘high barriers’
is lower on aggregate, compared to both playing ‘low
barriers.’ The bottom right payoff is intended to model
a situation where there are no barriers to trade. Both
countries will receive better outcomes if they remove their
barriers to trade, primarily due to the effects of ‘comparative
advantage.’ By specialising in a good in which they have
comparative advantage, a country is able to produce more
efficiently and trade with other countries.

solve the dilemma of free trade.
The outcome of a game of this kind was first
modelled by the late John Nash. Nash was a prominent
American economist whose game theory thesis earned
him a Nobel prize in 1994; he is regularly described as
one of the greatest mathematical minds of the 20th
century. 3 He described the equilibrium arrived at when
both players play dominant strategy, which became
known as the ‘Nash equilibrium.’ The dominant strategy
is defined as choosing the option which will maximize the
minimum payout. In this example, by exercising the ‘high
barriers’ strategy, both countries will be guaranteed a
payout of at least 5. If they were to choose ‘low barriers,’
each would risk being paid out only 1. If both countries
initially agreed to play ‘low barriers,’ for instance, then the
game would quickly revert to the Nash equilibrium. At ‘low
barriers/low barriers’ one country can benefit by playing
‘high barriers’—they can gain a payout of 12 instead of 10.
But since both countries know this, they will both try to play
‘high barriers’ and end up at the top right hand outcome,
where neither can defect to gain a higher payout. Hence
the inevitable result of the game is that each will choose to
enact ‘high barriers’ to trade.
Here we come back to the Trans-Pacific Partnership.
The purpose of the arrangement is to arrive at something
like this bottom-right corner outcome. If there is a binding
agreement for each player to set ‘low barriers’ to trade,
then the outcome is set at (10, 10). As
neither player has the choice to enact
‘high barriers,’ everyone in the game
However unpopular or controversial, the fact
is assured that defection will not occur.
Subsequently the Pareto-optimal (i.e. most
remains that agreements like the TPP solve
efficient) outcome is reached. Hence, the
purpose of the TPP is to remove the option
the dilemma of free trade.
for countries to ‘cheat.’ Thus, despite its
controversial and polarising nature, the
agreement
is
essential
to achieving the most efficient
Overall, between the countries, production levels
outcome.
will increase and welfare will improve on aggregate. By
From the above we can see the paradox of trade—all
reducing barriers to trade, each state will expose its importcountries benefit from free trade, but the rational strategy
competing firms to external competition. Consequently,
domestic firms will be forced to improve productivity, or risk is to maintain high barriers to trade. Hence, former Prime
being undercut. Hence consumers in both countries benefit Minister Abbott is accurate when he emphasises the
benefits of trade. Here we can see why agreements like
from this arrangement via lower prices and a wider range
the TPP are crucial if Australia is to remain a prosperous
of goods available. In short, the ‘low barriers/low barriers’
country in the long term.
situation is the most beneficial for each country overall
(though some individuals/firms will be disadvantaged).
It seems as though the game is settled by each playing
‘low barriers,’ since this benefits everyone the most. But
the most likely equilibrium without intervention is the payoff
in the top right corner (5,5). Herein lies the ‘dilemma’ of
trade—all parties would benefit from the Pareto-optimal
David is a third year Arts and Economics student who
equilibrium, but the stable equilibrium involves both
is particularly concerned with the political economy. He
countries erecting high barriers. However unpopular or
initially became interested economics due to the 2008
controversial, the fact remains that agreements like the TPP Global Financial Crisis.
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Where Will Our Economy be in 10 Years?
BY ALEX SETIAWAN
Alex plays fortune teller and forecasts Australia’s
economic situation over the next decade.

The More Things
Change...
BY DR GEORGE RAITT

S

will be seeing more and more electric cars which leave
a very small carbon footprint. The NBN will probably be
scrapped and replaced with a better alternative to improve
our connection speeds. Digital innovation will be more
pervasive, increasing our productivity and efficiency in the
form of further automation and simpler transactions. On the
downside, the manufacturing sector will be hit the hardest
with these improvements. Workers with a lack of technology
know-how will find it increasingly difficult to hold, or even
find, a job. The younger generations will most likely take
these jobs. I would expect Australia to finally have a thriving
tech start-up sector as the Australian government realises
the benefit to hand out grants to the most promising
entrepreneurs.
The environment is also a key point in Australia’s
economy, as we live in one of the driest countries on Earth.
Without any strategies put into place, forecasts suggest
that Australia is likely to lose 8% in GDP due to climate
change.5 So far, the current government’s stance on dealing
with climate change is questionable, given that it supports
both coal production and reducing greenhouse emissions.
However, Australians are more likely to adopt cleaner
energy solutions, such as solar panels and wind farms,
as future technological improvements will make these
services a lot cheaper. In the future, Australians should
minimise environmental damage and preserve as much of
the ecology as possible. Natural resources such as water
and minerals will be scarcer as the years go by, and it is
important that Australia manages them as best as possible.
Overall, I can imagine Australia to be one of the better
performing developed countries in terms of economic
stability. Our technology savvy population should be well
equipped to produce high quality goods and services,
generating trade opportunities with our biggest partners.
The biggest challenge Australia faces will all be centred on
the ageing population, particularly in areas such as housing
affordability, traffic congestion and health care. Of course,
these projections are mere speculations, and we do not
know for certain how the future will pan out. One thing is for
sure: the people of Australia and the government must work
together to forge a prosperous future for current and future
generations to come.

o far, 2015 has been a rollercoaster year for our
economy. From making historic deals with China1 to
experiencing a slowdown in economic growth, 2 it seems
that Australians will embark on their future with uncertainty.
The question remains, should we be worried about our fate?
The pillar for every economy is rooted in its human
capital, and Australia is no different. Based on the ABS’s
projected population growth of 1.4% per annum, 3 Australia
will hit 27 million people in 2025. By this time, we will
start to see more and more problems associated with our
ageing population. Traffic jams will become more common,
and our shrinking labour force will start to feel pressure to
support the increasing number of pensioners as a result
of inter-generational inequity. I would not be surprised if
the government introduced even tougher policies to deal
with these issues, such as increasing the retirement age
even further, which is likely to irritate working Australians
even more. The current government is seemingly unwilling
to address the population burden which threatens
Australia’s future prosperity. The reality is that they will not
have the funds to build the extra infrastructure needed
to accommodate our burgeoning population, unless we
substantially increase our government revenue..
Australia will also undergo a structural change in its
economic make up. In 10 years, the mining sector will still
be relevant, but it will never be the major driving force it
once was back in the early 2000s. Expect sectors such
as agribusiness, international education and gas to power
our economy in the next decade.4 Other important sectors
include healthcare and wealth management, as our ageing
population demand more and more of these services. China
will still be our number one trading partner, but I suspect
that we will be building much closer trade relationships
with India and Indonesia, as they are projected to become
economic superpowers by 2050. The changes in population
and economic make up would probably result in lower
overall economic growth, somewhere in the range of 1.5 to
2.5% per annum.
Technology in all forms will revolutionise much of
Australia’s economy by 2025. Controversial disruptive
technologies such as 3D printing and Uber will be more or
less accepted and integrated into the economy. Our roads

Australian industry has experienced a wealth of changes due to
accelerating globalisation in the late 20th century. Dr George Raitt
explores the effects that the changes have had on competition
law, particularly in reference to the beer brewing industry.
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Corporation in 1985. Bond Brewing was acquired by Lion
Nathan in 1992. The final chapter in Australia’s brewing
industry occurred recently when in 2009 Lion Nathan was
acquired by Kirin of Japan. CUB was acquired by SAB
Miller in 2011. At present, Coopers is the largest remaining
Australian-owned brewer, having successfully resisted a
takeover bid by Lion Nathan in 2005.
We might ask, ‘Why did concentration in Australian
brewing increase and ultimately result in the Australian
industry becoming largely foreign-owned?’ When we look
to overseas experience we find increasing concentration
in global brewing. A number of studies in Australia and
overseas suggest the answer is ‘competition’.
In Australia the liquor licensing laws began to be deregulated in the 1980s as a result of changing consumer
preferences that began in the 1970s to shift away from
beer and pubs to broader tastes for wine and spirits
in restaurants and bars. Victoria was the last state to
abandon ‘6 o’clock closing’ in 1987. An early competition
law decision in 1979 struck down restrictions imposed by
breweries on ‘tied pubs’, giving consumers more choice.
While the tribunal noted that consumer preferences were
changing, it considered that beer was still an important
part of the Australian way of life.4 That may have been
prophetic, as recent figures from the Australian Bureau
of Statistics suggest beer consumption per capita has
declined continuously since the mid-1970s.5
As well as changing consumer preferences, the last
50 years have seen a revolution in global technology
for packaging beer (containers, closures and filling) that
enabled faster production lines and scale economies.6
We have seen this in Australia, as beer packaging
progressed from heavy ‘long neck’ bottles, to steel

he federal Minister for Small Business, Bruce Billson,
recently said that Australia is the ‘land of the great
oligopoly’ with some of the most concentrated markets in
the world.1 It is over 50 years since Professors Karmel and
Brunt completed their study of concentration in Australian
industry—The Structure of the Australian Economy—
which expressed much the same concern.2 These kinds
of concerns led to the introduction of competition laws
in 1974, now contained in the Competition & Consumer
Act 2010 (Cth). Minister Billson is currently advocating
that federal cabinet further strengthen Australia’s
competition laws by adopting key recommendations of
the Competition Policy Review (Harper Review) delivered
in March 2015.
It is timely then to consider some changes in
the Australian economy over the past 50 years and
in particular how globalisation has affected industry
concentration. This article considers the impact of
globalisation, and the role of Australia’s competition
laws, on the brewing industry, which contributed two
companies to Karmel & Brunt’s list of Australia’s 15 largest
and most powerful companies in 1961—Carlton & United
Breweries Ltd and Tooth & Co Ltd.
A key concern in the early 1960s was the ‘separation of
ownership and control’ of large companies listed on the
stock exchange, which it was thought enabled company
boards and management in the 1950s and 1960s to enjoy
the quiet life while remaining largely unaccountable to
shareholders. 3 Those days were over by the 1980s when
‘corporate raiders’ and takeovers became commonplace.
CUB was taken over in 1983 by John Elliot’s Elders IXL.
In 1980 Tooheys merged with Brisbane’s Castlemaine
Perkins, which was taken over by Alan Bond’s Bond
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Tearing Down The
White Picket Fence
BY ROB GRECO
Would increasing global concentration come as a
surprise to industrial organisation economists? You would
think not. The ‘law of diminishing returns’, which in theory
limits the size of firms, is a purely short-run phenomenon,
much debated in the 1920s.10 The experience of global
and Australian brewing over the last 50 years seems to
suggest that, at least in industries with high sunk costs,
competition leads to a relentless drive for economies
of scale and scope, increasing concentration and, if
anything, such highly concentrated markets are more
intensely competitive than less concentrated markets.11
While globalisation has led to increasingly
concentrated industries, and competition laws have
facilitated increasing foreign ownership as a sideeffect, it seems some things stay the same—we remain
apprehensive about the power of big business, but
cannot turn back the clock.

cans, to aluminium cans, and back to light weight glass
single-serve bottles. Experience in the US suggests
economies of scale proved crucial in advertising as well
as technology, causing larger national brewers to succeed
at the expense of smaller local rivals.7 Madsen describes
the economies as ‘multi-plant’ economies, i.e. economies
of scope, as large global brewers can produce their local
and ‘imported’ brands in the same local brewery. We see
this in Melbourne, where CUB produces another brand in
the SAB Miller stable, ‘Peroni’, under licence.
US experience is similar to our experience in Australia,
in that the major US brewers are now foreign-owned.8 US
and Australian competition laws are similar in that they do
not prevent mergers unless there is ‘competitive overlap’
within the jurisdiction. For example, in 2013 the US
Department of Justice initially opposed Anheuser-Busch
InBev acquiring 100% of Grupo Modelo of Mexico (maker
of Corona), but then allowed it to proceed on condition
that Grupo Modelo divest its US business (which accounts
for 7% of the US market).9 Australia’s competition laws
raised no issue when CUB and Lion Nathan were acquired
by foreign companies.

The experience of global and
Australian brewing over the last
50 years seems to suggest that
competition leads to a relentless
drive for economies of scale and
scope, increasing concentration.
Dr George Raitt is a partner at the law firm Piper
Alderman, and a qualified accountant.He is also the
founding director of the Olivia Newton-John Cancer
Research Institute. Dr Raitt has over 25 years
experience in corporate and commercial law.
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If Australians are to continue to have stability and
prosperity, we must do away with the damaging dream
of the ‘white picket fence.’

T

market prices. This is, of course, holding supply
constant—a plausible assumption since suppliers of
housing stock are unable to respond to changes in
demand in the short run.2
Such policy prompts a critical discussion: to what
extent should a government encourage investment
in property over other asset classes such as equities
or debt? After all, isn’t the individual meant to make
investment decisions based on the risk–reward trade-off
that best meets his or her financial planning needs, not on
an Australian dream that was forged generations ago?
Indeed, there are a couple of reasons why continuing
to ‘pick an asset winner’ is damaging and should come to
an end.
Firstly, this form of government intervention has,
at least for younger Australian generations, failed to
secure the Australian dream for which it was designed.
Australians looking to enter the property market now
face the unfortunate reality that their income has one of
the weakest property purchasing powers in the world.
Australia’s median house price-to-income multiple (the
median multiple) reached 5.5 times in June 2015—the
country’s highest on record. 3 The situation is more
extreme in Sydney and Melbourne, where the median
multiple has climbed to 9.8 and 8.7 times respectively. By
developed world standards, Australia’s median multiple
ranks as the second highest among comparable countries,
with only Hong Kong proving more unaffordable.4
A more telling picture is revealed when analysing
particular housing markets within a country. According
to the 2015 Demographia Housing Affordability Survey,

he dream of owning the quarter acre block with
a white picket fence for many young Australians
appears to be just that—a dream. As property prices
soar to unprecedented levels in Australia’s major cities,
and affordability ratios leave hopeful Australian property
owners as some of the worst off in the developed world,
perhaps the writing is on the wall for property-friendly
taxation and welfare policies.
Consider the personal place of residence (PPR)
exemption to the capital gains tax (CGT). If a person
realises a gain on the sale of their PPR, a full CGT
exemption will apply. What this means is that the portion
of the gain that would ordinarily be taxed in a sale of
an asset in a different class is money that is likely to be
reinvested in more property (assuming the seller of the
property remains in the property market). The favourable
treatment of the family home does not end there. In
determining eligibility for the aged pension, for example,
the value of the family home will not be means tested,
irrespective of its value. Throughout the GFC as well,
the First Home Buyers Grant was introduced to improve
housing affordability for individuals entering the property
market for the first time. The taxation benefits associated
with negative gearing also add to the attractiveness of
property more generally. Such a policy-bias has even
been recognised by the RBA, which recently stated:
“Australia’s treatment of property investors is at the
more generous end of the range of practice in other
industrialised economies.”1
Importantly, the net effect of each of these policies
is to increase demand for property and, in turn, increase
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Australians looking to enter the property
market now face the unfortunate reality that
their income has one of the weakest property
purchasing powers in the world.

Australia has the lowest number
of affordable markets among the
comparable countries in the report.
Although there are potentially
multiple explanations for the current
state of the Australian property market,
the situation is unsurprising in light of
Australia’s property-friendly policies
and the cultural appetite for property such policies have
engendered. If we accept that the objective of Australian
governments over the years has been to promote the
realisation of the ‘Australian dream’ to own a quarter acre
block, then the policies themselves are underpinned by
a rationale that is inherently flawed and self-defeating.
This is because stimulating demand for those entering
the property market today axiomatically comes at the
expense of those trying to enter tomorrow. Especially
given what appears to be a cultural reluctance to live in
smaller or high-rise dwellings in or near the city centres
(in contrast to European cities), land scarcity will inevitably
drive up property prices.
Secondly, maintaining a taxation and welfare system
that favours the family home blinds Australians from
alternate, yet still economically rational, investment
options. For example, one such option is to rent and invest
the amount that would otherwise be devoted to servicing
a mortgage in different asset classes. Pursuing this option
might even be particularly advantageous in the current
climate, which is seeing rents stabilise and property
prices rise into bubble territory.5 What’s more is that this
approach has the added benefit of encouraging the
Australian population to diversify its personal investment
portfolio, thereby mitigating the risks of a property crash
to the Australian economy.
Tied to this is a policy setting that fools the Australian
population into believing that property is a safe haven. In
fact, property is historically the second riskiest asset class,
with only returns on equities (i.e. shares) showing greater
volatility. If the reason for supporting property ownership
through policy is based on economic stability, then this
justification is also misguided.

1

With fears of a property bubble greater than ever
before, perhaps it is time to tear down the white picket
fence and do away with policies that incentivise the
investment in property over other asset classes. In doing
so, capital appreciation in property should moderate for
those still clinging onto the ‘Australian dream’ and the
individual is free to make better-informed investment
decisions without being influenced by market distortions.
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